Swavesey Primary School Year 5/6 weekly overview
Week beginning: 1.3.21

Tasks
Weekly spelling
There are ten Year 5 spellings and ten Year 6 spellings. Year 6s must learn them all. Year 5s must
learn the Year 5 spellings and can choose to also learn the Year 6 spellings if they wish.
Spellings can be accessed via the purplemash ‘Spring 2021 Homework folder’ in the correct week.
Children have used this same system in the Autumn term and so should be familiar with where to
find their spellings.
Folders are labelled as follows:
Week 6 Date 26.2.21 Homework (The date given is the Friday homework is ‘given out’)

English Tasks
Monday
1. Read Chapter 2 of our new book, ‘Pit Boys’.
2. Complete the multiple choice quiz for Chapter 2. It will be in a PDF format this
week, rather than a 2Do.
3. Print or write down the questions for the sequencing questions, SPaG and open
ended questions for Chapter 2 and complete.
These activities are set as PDFs and are to be marked at home. Answers are given
on a separate answer sheet, which is sent as a PDF. There is not necessarily a correct
answer for the open-ended questions but please ensure your justify your answers
using evidence from the text where possible!
Tuesday
1. Watch the video for the Tuesday English lesson, which is all about the features of
newspaper articles. The PowerPoint from the video is saved as a PDF, as are the
newspaper articles needed for the ‘Spot the Features’ task.
2. Complete the task, spotting newspaper features in articles.
Video recorded to support this session
Title: Y56 WB 1.3.21 Tuesday English
Link https://vimeo.com/517203119

Wednesday
1. Watch the video for the Wednesday English lesson. The example newspaper report
from the video is saved as a PDF.

2. Complete the set writing task – a newspaper recount of the explosion in Pit Boys.
This will be set on purplemash as a 2Do, but can be done on paper if you
prefer. Save, but do not ‘Hand in’ today - wait until after Thursday’s editing lesson.
Video recorded to support this session
Title: Y56 WB 1.3.21 Wednesday English
Link: https://vimeo.com/517215834

Thursday
1. Edit your current writing task (Newspaper article)
Having had time away from your piece of work, edit your writing for the nonnegotiables, for punctuation and to see if you can up-level your vocabulary choices
to be more specific or engaging. Then ‘hand in’ your work to your teacher
via purplemash. Your teacher will mark all your writing pieces before the next
Thursday for you to then make any changes based on their feedback.
2. Edit your piece of writing from last week (Poem) based on the feedback your
teacher has given you through purplemash and then re ‘hand in’ your work so they can
see your final version.
3. Enjoy listening to the conclusion of our book Skellig.
Video recorded to support this session
Title: Y56 WB 1.3.21 Thursday English Skellig
Link: https://vimeo.com/517219289

Friday
1) Complete the Pobble task: Mr Obadiah’s Curiosity shop
2) Spelling test:
This week, we are back to our usual year 5 and 6 spellings. Listen to the recorded lesson
reading out the spellings and then mark them. Then email your teacher your score.
Video recorded to support this session
Title: Y56 WB 1.3.21 Friday English
Link https://vimeo.com/517238162

Reading
At least 20 minutes reading each day. This might be reading or being read to.

Maths
Monday
1) Watch the lesson video on coordinates.
2) Complete the coordinates task for your year group
3) Play a game of battleships using your coordinate knowledge

4) Remember to complete your maths diary
(Saved in your work folder in purplemash as RL WB 1 3 21 Maths Diary)
Video recorded to support this session
Title: Y56 WB 1.3.21 Monday Maths
Link: https://vimeo.com/517193150

Tuesday
1) Complete the 20for20 for your year group
2) The PDFs for the year 5 and year 6 20for20s is in the remote learning folder in
purplemash
Wednesday
1. Watch the lesson video on Translation on a grid. Pause and re-watch the video as
much as you need. Slides from the video can be found in the Maths slides PDF and
PDFs with the tasks are also saved in the remote learning folder.
2. Complete the translation task for your year group
3. Fill in your maths diary
Video recorded to support this session
Title: Y56 WB 1.3.21 Wednesday Maths
Link: https://vimeo.com/517212099

Thursday
1. Watch the lesson video on reflections on a grid. Pause and re-watch the video as
much as you need. Slides from the video can be found in the Maths slides PDF and
PDFs with the tasks are also saved in the remote learning folder.
2. Complete the reflection task for your year group
3. Fill in your maths diary
Video recorded to support this session
Title: Yr 56 WB 1.3.21 Thursday Maths
Link: https://vimeo.com/517228035

Friday
1. Watch the lesson video on scale factor enlargement. Pause and re-watch the video as
much as you need. Slides from the video can be found in the Maths slides PDF and
PDFs with the tasks are also saved in the remote learning folder.
2. Complete the task set
3. Fill in your Maths diary.
Video recorded to support this session
Title: Y5.6 WB 1.3.21 Friday Maths
Link: https://vimeo.com/517234500

P.E
Joe Wicks is returning to do live ‘PE with Joe’ videos on a Monday, Wednesday and Friday.
These can be watched live or at another time if more convenient. These are great videos to
use for exercise or feel free to choose others. Simply go onto outube and search PE with Joe
Wicks.
Also see Mrs Turian’s ‘Remote learning P.E PDF’ for other ideas. Choose whatever suits you
at home!
Geography
This week will be using our coordinates skills to find things on a map of Swavesey
Monday
Answer the ten questions on Swavesey using the map and the coordinates grid. You can find
the ‘Swavesey Map’ in a PDF in the remote learning folder on purplemash.
Science
The second lesson of our topic for this half-term, which is all about ‘Light’.
Tuesday
1. Watch the video on opaque, translucent and transparent objects
2. Then complete the task set – you will find it in the ‘Tuesday Science Task’ PDF in the
remote learning folder on purplemash
Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=98vGqQVkvb8
Music
Wednesday
This week you will be listening to three pieces of music and then explaining -or drawingwhat you see when you close your eyes (where the music takes you.)
Links:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3RcGfzZ_heo&feature=emb_imp_woyt
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tnn4Y9FbEaQ&feature=emb_imp_woyt
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Szdziw4tI9o&feature=emb_imp_woyt
Computing
Wednesday
This half-term, our computing focus is on coding. Please use the link below to access and
complete the ‘Dance Party’ coding task. We know this task is perfect for so many of you.
Link: https://studio.code.org/s/dance-2019/stage/1/puzzle/1
PSHE
Our focus this week is on our communities and what we bring to them
Thursday
1. Watch the short video which has been recorded to accompany this lesson.

2. Think about the communities you belong to and consider what you and others bring
to them
Video recorded to support this session
Title: Y56 WB 1.3.21 PSHE
Link: https://vimeo.com/517224924

1.

French
Watch Madame Millard’s video lesson

Video recorded to support this session
Title: Yr 5.6 WB 1.3.21 French
Link: https://vimeo.com/517120899

2.

Remember you can also enjoy more French by using your Duolingo account.

Go to www.duolingo.com See Mrs Leonard’s crib sheet for how to use this, which is

saved as a PDF.

Other
1. Assemblies
Every Monday at 10:15 there will be a live assembly with Mrs Norden.
Watch out in emails for links to other assemblies during the week from Mrs Norden and
other members of staff.
2. Live session with your class teacher
You will have a live session with your class teacher on a Tuesday afternoon at 2:40 for 15
minutes. Please be ready at 2:35 to sign in so that the session can start promptly at 2:40.
Details will be emailed to you for how to access these live sessions.

